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Abstract : We calculate lhedoeay widths of various C oven charmonium levels (1So,' Po? Pu3 ft)
into the w'v» final state. We show that this <loul)ly OZI suppressed decay mode is not actually much
smaller as compared to the ordinary pp mode, The branching ratios obtained are : Ur(\u ~* <*></>) -
1.0 10~3, Hr(JJ0 -* w<£) = 0.4 10~;\ Br(.va — w<£) = 0.5 10"'1. Tn connection with these docay modes,
we discuss the deviations from the quark model {/(;})-symmetry, the role of higher twists and that of
power corrections in the charmonium region Q2 ~ 10 GeVa.

Resume : On calcule ici les largeurs do désintégration des charmonîums de C-parité positive
(1So-? I3O? Pi? P2) suivant le mode u4>. On montre ainsi que ces désintégrations, qui sont, des voies
doublement supprimées par le mécanisme OZl, présentent des rapports de branchement qui ne sont
pas négligeables lorsqu'on les compare à celui des mêmes chanuoniums dans la voie pp. On obtient
ainsi : lk(.v.o — u<j>) = 1.0 IO~3, lîr(7/c — u<j>) = 0.1 10~3, Br(\'3 — u<f>) = 0.5 10"1. Rn connexion
avec ces modes de désintégration, on discute les écarts présentés par rapport à la symétrie U('4) du
modèle des quarks, Ic- rôle des mécanismes higher twists et celui des corrections en puissances dans la
région en Q2{ti 10 GeV2) qui correspond aux charmoniums.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the OZI forbidden u<f> decay mode of various char-
monium levels. It is also to examine the properties and the actual magnitude of the OZI
suppression mechanism in the charmonium region Q2 c* 10 GeV2. As it will be shown later
on, this question is tightly connected with the role played by higher twists and power correc-
tions in the charmoniuna decay amplitudes.

The general formalism within which the calculation of hard exclusive processes is done in
QCD has been developed in refs. [1], and the properties of the non-perturbativc two- and
three- particle mesonic wave functions were investigated in refs. [2], [3]. The corresponding
results will be used throughout the calculations described below.

Let us examplify on the 3P0~state (the xo meson) and consider its decay into two vector
mesons : Xo —* VV, where V denote any member of the vector nonet. In this case the
diagram on fig. 1 gives the leading contribution at M0 —* oo (Mc being the charm quark
mass) for ordinary decays like Xo —* P+P~i P0P0I"- Here, the main contribution comes
from the production of longitudinally polarized /j-mesons (denoted /jfw), and the /?|/-mcson
is described by the leading twist-2 wave function Vpfai»3^) S *i a n d 3^ a r e the longitudinal
momentum fractions carried by the quarks in the pi, state (x\ + x-> — 1). The value of
the Xo -* PP brandling ratio is not known from experiment but that of Br(xo —> ?"r) has
been measured. On the other hand Br(xo —* TTT) and Br(xo -+ pp) have been calculated
theoretically in ref. [2] :

f Br(Xo -» T+7T-) c- 1.0 % m

\ Br(Xo-* P+P-) * Br(Xo-> T+TT-) ~ 1.0% . [l)

The theoretical prediction (1) for Br(xo —> 7r+7T~) agrees well with the experimental value
(4] : Br(xo —* fl"+7r~) = (0.8 ±0.2)%. This allows one to expect the theoretical prediction (1)
to be reliable also for Br(xo —* pp)-

If we keep only the two-particle wave function, the Xo —> u<f> decay is described in per-
turbation theory by diagrams like the one given on fig. 2. In this case also, at Me —* oo, the
produced mesons are mainly longitudinally polarized, and the decay amplitude is expressed
through the same leading twist wave function <py(xi, X2). But, unlike the Born diagram of fig.
1, the diagram on fig. 2 contains additionally two loops ; it is therefore numerically highly
suppressed. This is the reason of the OZI suppression mechanism in the naive quark model.
Comparing the diagrams on figs. 1 and 2 allows to estimate numerically the OZI suppression
effect in a given case ':

Br(xo —* w^) ~ ( ~ ) Br(xo -* PP) — 10"1 • 1% cs 10~e .

It will be shown later on that the actual value of Br(xu ~* w $) ' s much larger than
that coming from the fig. 2 perturbation theory diagram. Indeed, the main contribution
to the decay mode in u<f> of the various charmonium states comes from the three-particle

1We do not expect in this cine logarithmic factors (like In A/; / /r) from tli« loop integrations because
the ct'responding Born and one-loop diagrams aie iero. However, even with such logarithms, w<: have
(ôs /x) In Af^//«• < 0.3 and correspondingly the OZI suppression factor in perturbation theory remains strong
(> 10-2).



components of the meson wave functions ; they arc described by diagrams like the one given
in fig. 3. Other contributions such as the one depicted 022 fig. 4 exist, which depend on a
pure gluonic three-particle component of the meson wave function. There also exists other
contributions (such as the one depicted on fig. 5) which involve the standard qq component
and the pure gluonic component of the meson wave function». We shall assume in the following
that the gluonic components of the w and <j> meson wave functions provide small numerical
contributions with respect to the quark-antiquark-gluon components ; therefore, we shall
neglect all contributions such as the ones given on figs. 4 and 5. We shall also assume that
the quark-antiquark content of the w and <j> mason wave functions is the same in their (qq)
and (qqg) components, i.e. :

uu + dd . . uu + dd
1— f̂—) > |w3)->|(—^~) (2)

2 Vector meson wave functions
For the purpose of this paper, we have to deal with three-particle vector meson wave functions.
It is therefore of relevance to recall some of their properties [3], There arc two twist-3
independent vector meson wave functions to describe the transversely polarized mesons. They
are defined by the matrix elements (\qt\ — • oo) :

and :

(0 )

JO 3

(4)

where d(z2) and u(zi) are the quark field operators, 27"" (̂Z3) is the field operator associated
with the transversely polarized gluon, gs is the strong coupling constant (g% = 47ra.s), A"/2 is
the usual colour matrix ; d^x =• S(I — x\ —x^ — ̂ dxidx^dx^ and M* — (q -)-r)2 ~ 2q-r rsr 4M1?
is the charmonium mass squared. 9 and r are the 4-momenta of the two vector mesons into
which the charmonium decays ; the masses of these light mesons will be neglected in the
calculation of the decay rates. J1, x>, X3 arc the longitudinal momentum fractions carried
by the three constituents q, q and g inside the vector meson : O < «, < 1, « t + z-> + x:i = 1.
Finally <p-j\(xi,X2,X3) and ^34(3; 1,«2,3:3) are the two twist-3 mcsot- wave functions which
describe the sharing of the meson momentum among the three constituents.

There is one further twist-3 three-particle wave function which could occur :

A" \
))



which corresponds to longitudinally polarized vector mesons. However, when performing
trace computations in the fig. 3 diagram for the w<f> decay (i.e. for mesons which have no
flavour in common), such a coupling gives a vanishing contribution in the chiral limit.

The gauge invariant definitions equivalent to the above formulae (3), (4) (at M1, —> oo)
are of the form a :

(O

hv I d^
JQ

= iq,,(qxcj -- qpcj;)
(5)

and : _
(0 |<K*2)7j.7sÇ«(*i) SsG^(23)|/)x(p)) ;= qf,e\P*Tq<,ef

n (6)
/3,t / fa()'<*tl")+x^>+*<*"»

The wave functions VM( 3 O
 a n ^ V3v(") n a v e definite symmetry properties under the in-

terchange of the quark and antiquark momenta which follow from G-parity :

W M ( * > I * 2 > " 3 ) — PaA^a»*!»*3) » Vw(^u^i)^a) ~ — ̂ v (8 8Si* i t«3) • (7)

The wave functions <P,\A(X) and <PM(X) have a simple physical meaning : they describe
transversely polarized vector mesons (in the limit \qt\ -»> 00) made out of a triplet of partons
(?>9>d) m s u c n a w a y that : 1Z t u e meson hclicity is equal to the sum of the constituents
hclicities, i i / the quark and antiquark have opposite helicites, so that their total hclicity is
zero, and therefore the meson helicity is exactly that of the near mass-shell (tranverse) gluon.

The existence of two different components V3A(*) %nd <PM>(X) of the meson wave function
originates from the fact that quark and gluon helicities can be parallel or antiparallcl. In
other words there are two different ways to have zero total contribution coming out from the
quark and antiquark hclicities : they can either be both left-handed or both right-handed
(«I7d«t or ûft7i,Ufl). The wave functions [/3A1Ps,^) ± faVPsvix)] correspond to these two
possible chiral states. This discussion can be much better understood if we rewrite rels. (3),
(4) under the form :

J exp. . .

(8)

where i and j are the transverse indices (i,j — z,y).
The properties of f;i,\[x) and f:i\(x) as well as the values of the constants /3/» and /3v

have been investigated in ref.[3] by using QCD sum rule methods. Wc shall use below the
2It is implied that there nre gluon siting exponentials between the field operators in tels. (3)-(<>). They have

been omitted from formulae to simplify the notations.



model wave functions as proposed in ref. [3] :

PA{x) = 14[1.55 - 5.7OiB3 + 0.25x3 -

(9)

/ d-AXtp3A(x) = 1, / dsx(xx - x2)tp3v(x) = 1,

and :
/M ~ 0.6 10~2 GcV-2 , hv/hA ot 0.5. (10)

) in rel.(9) is the perturbative (i.e. asymptotic) wave function. The notations have
been chosen in such a way that X] is the momentum fraction carried by the quark, X2 the
momentum fraction carried by the antiquark and a:3 is the one carried by the gluon. ReIs.
(10) give the absolute value as well as the relathe sign of the /34 and f,w constants ; with
the definitions (3), (4) and (9), this sign is positive. It can be determined from the QCD sum
rules deduced from the non-diagonal correlators :

where :

- i J

Kv = i

A,iaf}(x) =

(0 |T [V^a0(x)Tafi(O))\ 0) ,

2

1JD1 n(x)gsG*al)(x) ,

with :

A6

D11 = idv + 9s-r «aP = ôl

This sign is of crucial importance in the-problem we are interested in because V.-M(X) and
(3O contributions to the charmoiiium decay amplitude are numerically close to each other

and interfere with each other. VVe have checked this sign using the correlators above and
confirm the result (10) given in [3].



3 Calculation of the (1Sc3Po5
3Pi ,3P2) -* w0 decay widths

There are eight diagrams like the one given on fig. 3 which contribute to the diarmonium
decay amplitude ; they differ only by the interchange of the gluon external legs or propagators.
Our notations in the momentum representation are shown explicitly on lîg. 3 for one of the
eight possible diagrams. Let us emphasize once more that »| and yt are the momentum
fractions carried by the outgoing s- and u- (or d-) quarks in the final state <f> and w mesons
respectively. The total decay amplitude can be written under the form :

T =

where 2£*orm is the amplitude which describes the charmonium decay into two virtual gluons
and T?(f is the amplitude which describes the transition of these two gluons into the w$ final
state.

The explicit expressions of Tff*rm for the various charmonium states are3 :

(12)

—{giH,[M

+ pvhti) + 2M-[P11Ii1,- P1M11)} ;
(13)

(14)

!̂ {T1Jt ~ Wl (jfea ^! Jif 2) { 2

+fc2£,u'<*/9*0,6/3 - ^(P" fc)£/(i,^2»£»e^ } •

(15)
In rels (12)-(15), W1 = 1/6 is a color factor, M a 2MC is the charmonium mass, the

gluon momenta are Ii1 = [p/2 — &) and Jc2 = (p/2 + fc), p is the charmonium 4-monientum
(/)'*' = -I/2 ex 4AJ1? cs 9GrcVra) ; eo denotes the 3Pj-state polarisation vector, while eitl) is the
•J7'j polarization tensor. Besides, a common factor (fc2 — M2)"1 has been dropped from rels.
(12) - (15) and included in a function D(x,y) defined below (sec rcl. (18)).

The decay constants /,• in the above relations arc connected with the non-rclativistic wave
function (or its derivative) at the origin through :

-1TlIe definitions of (he charmonium wave functions and decay constants Ji can be found, for instance, in ref.
(S].



The total liadronic decay widths are expressed through these decay constants by i

, , |2

(17)

Let us consider now the remaining part of the total decay amplitude. The fig. 3 diagram
can be put under the form :

«* — i l

where D(x, y) is the product of the denominators of all the hard propagators occuring in the
diagram and w» is a new colour factor:

The mesonic amplitudes 7'*' and T^ above denote the following matrix elcmmits :

• •»

(19)

Using definitions (3) and (4), one can easily obtaiti ' :

(20)

where we have used the notation :

for the two-dimensional transverse metric tensor5, e£(q) and cf,(r) arc the trunsverse polar-
ization vectors describing unit hclicity states of the outgoing mesons, h is ckar iVum y A.
(20) that only transverse values of the indices fi and v provide non vanishing contributions
to expression (11).

Considering now the seven other possible diagrams which can be d*'du<'<-<! \,-<m UMI OU
fig. 3 by all possible permutations of the gluon lines, taking into account the symmetry

and in the following, we shall m-glcct SU(S) symmetry !waking cflVois ami therefore ;issuuie thai thr
w and 4> meson wave functions arc equal (o each other and to that of the p meson as given l«v r ck (?) .ttui (K)),

'This terminology means that the meson t-niomenln q and r are considered .is h.isj;j(u.liii:il ,nni <li;i(
are both orthogonal to the polarization vvctors ''(<?) and <'J (r) which arc Irnnversc.



properties of the functions ip,\,\ and tpiw (see rels, (7) above), simplifications occur : the
iVK'dtK' contributions add up, while the f'^f11'*' contributions cancel out when summing up
all diagrams (this is obvious from C parity properties), llesides, the contribution of four
diagrams can be deduced from the direct one;; (i,<\ as the one on iii». 3) by simply crossing
the virtual gluou lines ; this provides a fac';or of 2. Bv taking all these» properties into account,
it is easy to liiul that :

(21)

<p±(z) ~ ±

Putting together the expressions we have found for the charm and w<j> parts of the ampli-
tude, we can easily construct the t)c decay amplitude :

(22)

-(2aj3 -

and the x« one :

T ( x o - « * ) =

Ai(*i.v) L

(23)

In the approximation we are working of keeping only the leading terms as Mc — • oo, the
:*A(.\i) ~* wx^x amplitude is zero (the reason is the same as for the decay amplitude of \i
into two real photons or gluons). The expression for the Xi decay amplitude depends on the
initial spin state :

D»(x,y) Ju D
+(îr) F1 J\
-r— 1 - J

) [ (21)

Hecause each produced meson has helicity A -~ :i.l, the total liclicity can only be A — O, :3:2



and moreover there exists two ways to get a total helicity A = O. The amplitude Thei.aèî in
rel. (24) describes each of the |A| ™ 2 amplitudes while Thei.̂ o in rel. (24) describes each of
the two A = O possible amplitudes.

Using expressions (22)-(24) and (17) of the hadronic widths, one cnn deduce the brandling
ratios :

25

W
il'--
288

n3.4

(25)

(26)

(27)

In order to get numerical values for these branching ratios, we use the wave functions (9)
and (10) deduced from QCD sum rules, choose (7r57<s)2 ~ 1 and M Oi 2MC cz 3 GeV (which
imply that flJffl* es 0.45 10"1'1), and get :

Br(xo -> w^) a 1.0 HT 3 , /Xo c-0.35 10° ,

B r ( ^ -• u<l>) ss 0.4 10"3 , In, a 0.15 10° ,

f Br(X2 -> w<̂ ) ŝ  (0.1 + ^-2,5) 10" ' es 0.5 10 ' ' ,

1 /0 es 0.12 10° , I2 es 0.025 10° .

(28)

(29)

(30)

Let us emphasize once more the crucial importance of the sign of the constant fw/faA
because of the interference of fx,\tp3..\(x) and fzv<pw(z)- To illustrate this particular point, let
us remark for instance that, if this sign were the opposite one, we would have got Ixa Oi 0.0310(!

instead of ~ 0.35 10'5 and therefore Br(^o ~* <»><f>) ~ 10~r>. This sign is also responsible for the
difference of magnitudes between / 0 and /2 ,(sec rel. (30)). Expressions (25)-(30) constitute
the main result of this paper.

4 Discussion and conclusions
Tlio above results clearly illustrate that the value of the doubly suppressed OZI u>çi-dccay
mode is actually not very small as compared with ordinary two-particle branching ratios.
For instance, from rels. (1) and (28), we get :

(31)
Br(xo

This ratio is also of interest from another point of view. At M ~ 2Afc ~> 00, the leading
twist term of the xo — » P+P~ decay amplitude is proportional to the leading twist-2 tvvo-
i" i\l>i /j-meson wave functions (see fig. 1) and its paramctrical behaviour is such that :

—» P*P~) — ( IGÎV/ JV)" 1 . On the other hand, the decay Xo —• <*>$ 's proportional to the



non-leading twist—3 u? and <f> meson wave functions, ami it has the paramctrieal behaviour
Br(x« -• w $ « (1.3GcV/M)s.

If we put together this remark and the numerical result (31), we can conclude thai we are
not in ft deep enough asymptotic regime when working in the chanuonium region. We sen
that higher twist processes are suppressed only weakly here. On the oilier hand, from the,
example (31), we can conclude that no indication exists that higher iwîsl processes (or power
corrections to lending twist processes, which are qualitatively on the name ground) should Iu-
dominant in this charmoninm region.

Let us now turn to the comparison of our results (28)~(30) with the available experimental
data. Only some of the i)c --> FV decay modes are presently measured and the quoted
accuracy is not high [4] :

Brfo,. -» |, V ) = 1(0.26 ± 0.09)% ,

K*+K") - ^(0.9 ± 0.5)% ,

(32)

(33)

~ (0.34 ± 0.12)% , (34)

- Ï wui) < 0.30% . (35)

The only experimental result of relevance, for Br(?/,. - > un/>) we have found |(ij :

Br(Jj1, —> u></>) < 0.13%

is in agreement with our calcula*toix (29). Comparing (32) ami (33) could provide infonuatinn
about iho accuracy of the SU(Ii) symmetry approximation : Ur(?/, > />'/> ) Br(>/,. >
K ' K " ) , if the experimental data were not so imprecise. Oom|>arison of our result (1Ï!)} wilii
«he value (32) can be expressed by :

Br(v/, -•» w0) n.04%

Br(V : : rPV-") ™ ÔTÏ7% ~ °-"3 ' ( M) ]

This clearly shows that, the OZl suppressed oiifi decay mode is not much MIIJIIKT Ihasi lin-
non-suppressed one p^ p~.

In the limit of exact .ST/(3) flavour symmetry, the, relations between Ih.1 various Ij1. • VV
decay amplitudes can be deduced from the effective Lagrangian :

Lr^A -I-....

where <f>$ and fa arc the eighth octet aiull singlet partners respectively. Assuming (see TV\.
(2)) that the qqg component of the « and ij> mesons has the same flavour conlml as their <]<]
tomponciit, il is easy to deduce from rcl. (37) :

11 +

- 5 E Î Î L ~
[ tir{p+p ) 9

1 +

U

1

10



It is well known that the naive quark model (unlike QCD) actually obeys not the SU(Z)
flavour symmetry but the larger l'(3)-symmetry, which corresponds to A =s B in (38). This
clearly turns to account only for fig. 1 diagram contributions, setting to zero all U(I) contri-
butions as described by Jigs. 2, 3, 4. In this approximation, we have IJr(Tj1. —» «^) ~ 0.

Unlike the naive quark model, QCD has additional U(I) contributions («ee figs. 2, 3, 4)
which give non-vanishing values to the parameter A. Using (36), (38) gives |A| ~ 0.5, which
is not especially small. As for the sign of A, the experimental data already quoted (sec (32),
(34)) indicate that : Br(îjc -> # ) > Br(ifc -* p°p°) - (0-09 ± 0.03)%. This implies from
rel. (38) that the sign of A is positive : A ~ 0.5. It thercfors follows from rel. (38) that
Br(?jc —» uw) should be greater than Br(ifc —• <j>4>) :

i j - a A
 3

ss 1.3 . (39)IJ-fA

One should however keep in mind that the values of all ratios are obtained in the limit of
exact SU[Z) flavour symmetry ; deviations from it can easily reach a few tens of percent s.

We postpone to the appendix a short discussion about the role of higher twists ami power
corrections to leading twists in the charmonium region.

Appendix
The role of higher twists and power corrections
In connection with the results reached here for the charmonium region (Q1 oi 10 - 20 CevJ),
and relying on previous experience with exclusive processes (7], we have to discuss the conclu-
sions of a recent paper [8j about the dominance of power corrections over the !witling twists
contributions in this region of Q-. The conclusion of ref. [8] proceeds from some guesses :

i / Either a fixed mass is given to gluons which breaks up explicitly gauge invariance, or
artificial cut-offs are introduced on the leading twist contribution.

i i / The soft pion form factor is enhanced in such a way that it gets the haine asymp-
totic behaviour as the leading twist contribution, which can be considered as unrealistic
(J5S^(Q2) ^ 1/Qa at Q* -» «>i see formulae (23) and (28) in |8j).

The suppression of the leading twist contributions in }S], which 5s tlnTeby jp, miuccd, ap-
pears finally as the result of summiiiug up the leading term and a definite subset of power
corrections. This (infinite) subset of power corrections diminishes the leading term con^ i'Vn
tion, but there exists an (infinite) number of power corrections whMi «UXJ <ii.s«.u<i*ii at tin
same time.

11



h is well known that it is frequently much better to neglect all corrections rather to take
them partly into account. As an example, we have :

â K 2.5

if one takes only into account the SW(3)-symnietry breaking offerts in the /K and / . de-
cay constants and neglects their consequences on the meson wave functions. If these last
corrections are nls«» ^cNinsded for, then [2] :

X o ,K^)_

which is in much better agreement with the experimental data [4] :

K+K") = (0.7 ± 0.2)% , Br(xo ~> ir+ir") « (0.8 ± 0,2)%.

The problem, the conclusion and the experimental status are fully alike if we consider the
Xa meson decays instead of that of the xo«

Because we are not deeply in the asymptotic region at Q' a 10-20 GeV', various cut-offs
ami modelings cannot provide a reliable answer about the actual size of the power corrections.
We therefore emphasize that these non-perturbativo corrections should be carefully treated
within the general uon-perturbative operator expansion formalism, if it, would be possible.
Let us, anyway, point out that the dominance of power corrections over the leading twist
terms does not seem to get support from experiment. Instead, the review }7] as well as more
recent papers, show that leading twist calculations of a large number of exclusive processes
(with no free adjustable parameter) are in reasonable agreement with experimental data (i.e.
within a factor of 2 in the probabilities). This clearly shows that, even if power corrections
can be significant, they are not dominant. Of course, this does not exclude that, due to
special reasons, the leading twist contribution coulr! be over-suppressed (this is the matter
of the decays into w$ we are here interested in, see lig. 2), but this is highly peculiar.

However, the main purpose of ref }8], which is to appeal for computing reliably the power
corrections, sets an important challenge to the theory.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 : Leading contribution (at Af0 -> oo) to the '!P11 —» />**>" decay amplitude.

Figure 2 : Leading contribution (at Mc —> oo) to the *PQ —> w</> decay amplitude. The
produced mesons are both longitudinally polarized (i.r. their lielicities are zero).
At the actual value of the c-quark mass, this contribution is much smaller than
that shown on fig. 3, because of the two-loop integrations.

Figure 3 : The numerically main contribution to the 1S0,
 3Po? 3-J*2 —* «<A decays of chaimo-

nium levels. This diagram is proportional to the non-valence 3-particle compo-
nents of the meson wave functions. Here the produced mesons are transversely
polarized (i.e. their liclicities are ±1).

Figure 4 : Coatributions to the u><}> decay amplitudes proportional to purely ^hionic compo-
nents of the vector meson wave functions. We assume these components to provide
numerically small contributions to the amplitude and neglect thorn.

Figure 5 : Possible contributions to the u<f> Hecay amplitude of the charmonium mesons ;
these contributions involve the standard qq component as well as the purely gluonic
component of the meson wave functions.
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